


Madison showcases a stunning 
collection of sustainable solid  
wood shutters.

Merging minimalist décor along  
with exquisite craftmanship.  
The ultimate in interior luxury. 

Madison Shutters are the perfect  
edition to the Santa Fe collection  
and add grandeur to any space.  
The finest bespoke shutter.

Introducing  
Madison solid  
wood shutters



A passion for precision, quality 
craftsmanship and attention  
to detail is at the core of the  
Madison Collection. 

Each shutter is handcrafted to the  
highest quality with sustainable  
wood to create real authenticity. 

Craftmanship 

natural  
& timeless

The beauty of nature’s woodgrain 
maintains elegance with a smooth, 
fine grain texture. 

Keeping the exquisite characteristics of 
the real wood core while being able to 
choose from a wealth of finishes tailor 
made for you. Madison Shutters create 
enduring elements throughout your 
home, complementing any colour pallet 
or interior.

Aesthetics  
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Madison Shutters combine luxury  
and warmth. 

The solid wood core of each shutter acts 
as a natural thermal insulator. The cellular 
structure of wood grain creates a barrier 
against cool air helping retain heat more 
effectively. The framed shutter further acts  
as a barrier to cool air entering a room when 
the shutter panels are closed. 

White Madison shutters can further  
aid interior temperature control by  
reflecting heat in the summer months,  
keeping the interior cooler.

Revel in the  
warmth of wood



Transform your home by choosing a 
shutter configuration to ensure every 
window can be impeccably dressed. 

Full Height, Tier on Tier, Café Style as well  
as shaped and gliding track are available in  
two blade designs.

Choose from array of design to create  
a sophisticated look to suit your window  
and design requirements.

- Full height
- Tier on tier
- Café Style
- Gliding Track
- Shaped

Choose your design

Full height
Designed to dress the full-height of  
a window, offering complete privacy.



Tier on tier
Two sets of shutters, allow you to control the 

top and bottom sections independently



Cafe style
Allow natural light to flow into the room 
while maintaining privacy as the lower 
sections remains covered. 



Gliding track
Shutter panels glide effortlessly across a discreet 

track system facilitating smooth operation. 
Perfect for larger windows and doors.



Shaped
Dress shaped windows beautifully with a 
large selection of options to choose from. 



76mm63mm 89mm 114mm

Choose  
your size

Madison presents 
various louvre sizes to 
effectively transform 
your shutter design. 

Adjust louvres to 
your required angle 
for optimum lighting 
control. Close all 
louvres to keep light  
to a minimum or 
enable light to stream 
through open louvres 
and panels. 



Every element of your 
handcrafted Madison shutter  
is meticulously considered. 

Choose the finer details and finishing 
touches to complete your tailored 
piece of interior craftsmanship.

Choose your  
louvre profile

The contoured Elliptical Blade 
is offered in four sizes. The 
gentle curve front to back leaves 
timeless and traditional finish.

Elliptical

The Urban blade creates a 
linear and contemporary look 

with superior closure, achieving 
enhanced light control. 

The unique blade achieves 
a minimal aesthetic and is 

available in three sizes.

Urban

simplicity &  
functionality 



Choose from a delectable 
selection of painted colours 
and opulent wood stains 

13 painted colours including crisp 
whites, creams, and enticing greys 
to create a striking shutter.  

The Madison offering extends to 
12 natural wood tones highlighting 
the beauty of nature’s woodgrain. 
Ranging from Light, Golden tones 
to Rich dark wood shades. 

Custom colored shutters can be 
requested matching Farrow and 
Ball, Little Greene and Dulux paints 
enabling your shutter to be as 
unique as you are.

Finishes



Every Madison shutter is crafted  
for longevity with consideration  
to world around us. 

Carefully chosen for its sustainable 
qualities, Paulowina is the perfect 
hardwood giving you peace of mind when 
investing in your solid wood shutters.

Luxury is engrained in the Madison 
narrative. Paulownia wood, known to 
be one of the fastest growing species 
of hardwood making it a sustainable, 
renewable source of timber. 

Guaranteed longevity of each shutter 
is predominant within the Madison 
Collection. Designed for the conscious 
homeowner who invest in timeless, 
interior pieces. Handcrafted to create 
classic elegance with an evident 
connection to the elements of nature.

Ecologically 
friendly  





Immerse 
yourself in 
the beauty of 
nature and 
refined living 
with Madison 
Shutters.



SANTAFESHUTTERS.CO.UK


